
The Ultimate Chicken Training Course: How to
Train Your Chickens Like a Pro Using the
Clicker

Chickens are not just adorable creatures that provide us with delicious eggs; they
can also be trained to perform a variety of tasks and tricks. If you've ever
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wondered how to train your chickens to follow your commands like a pro, look no
further! In this comprehensive training course, we will teach you everything you
need to know about training chickens using the clicker method.

Why Train Your Chickens?
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You might be thinking, why bother training chickens? Well, the benefits of training
your chickens go beyond the satisfaction of having obedient birds. Trained
chickens are easier to handle, making routine tasks such as health checks,
clipping wings, and cleaning their coop less stressful. Moreover, trained chickens
can perform fun tricks that will impress your friends and family. They can even
participate in chicken agility competitions!

The Clicker Method

The clicker method is a proven and effective technique for training animals of all
kinds, including chickens. It is based on operant conditioning, a form of learning
where animals associate a specific behavior with a reward. The clicker acts as a
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bridge between the behavior and the reward, helping chickens understand which
action they should repeat to receive a treat.

By following this training course step-by-step, you will learn how to use the clicker
to teach your chickens a wide range of commands and tricks. From simple
commands like "come" and "stay," to more advanced tricks like "target training"
and "weaving through poles," your chickens will become the stars of the
backyard!

Getting Started: Setting up a Training Area

The first step in training your chickens is to create a designated training area. It
should be a quiet, distraction-free space within the chicken coop or a separate
enclosure. This area will be associated with training sessions, enabling your
chickens to focus solely on learning and interacting with you.

Remember to make the training area comfortable for your chickens. Provide them
with fresh water, food, and a variety of perches and toys to keep them
entertained. A comfortable and stimulating environment will enhance their training
experience and motivation.

Training Essentials: Clicker and Treats

Before you start training, you need a clicker and some tasty treats. The clicker
should be a small handheld device that emits a distinctive clicking sound when
pressed. This sound will mark the exact moment your chicken performs the
desired behavior. It is essential to use the same clicker consistently throughout
the training sessions.



Treats are the key motivators in chicken training. Find a treat that your chickens
absolutely love, such as mealworms, grapes, or small pieces of corn. Make sure
the treats are easy to eat quickly so that your chickens can consume them
without delay, ensuring a seamless training process.

Step-by-Step Training Instructions

Now that you have set up the training area and gathered your training essentials,
it's time to dive into the training process. We will go through each step of training,
providing clear instructions along the way to ensure your success.

1. Clicker

In this step, we introduce the clicker to your chickens and create a positive
association with the sound. By associating the clicker with tasty treats, your
chickens will start to understand that the clicker means they have performed the
desired behavior and will be rewarded.

2. Target Training

Target training is a fundamental skill that helps chickens understand how to
respond to cues or objects. By teaching your chickens to target a specific object,
such as a stick, your chickens will learn to associate the desired action with the
object. This skill can be further developed into impressive tricks.

3. Basic Commands

Now that your chickens understand the concept of desired actions and rewards,
it's time to move on to basic commands. Commands like "come," "stay," and "sit"
can be easily taught using the clicker method. These commands are especially
useful for everyday handling tasks and keeping your chickens safe.



4. Advanced Tricks

Once your chickens have mastered the basic commands, you can move on to
teaching them more advanced tricks. From "weaving through poles" to "playing
dead," the possibilities are endless. Explore different tricks based on your
chickens' abilities and personality, and enjoy the fun journey of discovering their
unique talents.

Training chickens using the clicker method is a rewarding and enjoyable
experience for both you and your feathered friends. With patience, consistency,
and a positive attitude, you can transform your backyard chickens into well-
behaved companions that never fail to amaze.

So, are you ready to embark on this exciting chicken training journey? Get your
clicker, treats, and motivation ready because the ultimate chicken training course
awaits!
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Chickens Are Smarter Than You Think
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Your chicken can do anything a dog can do if you train it right! Hens and roosters
can be ordered go to the coop, perch on your arm, come when called, and
generally respond and behave as you wish. This book presents an effective
training program to get domesticated chickens to follow a variety of commands.
Animal behavior specialist Giene Keyes shows how to use the positive
reinforcement of clicker training to effectively manage your flock. Giene explains
how a chicken thinks and socializes, expanding the range of what you may know
about communicating with animals. Dog owners especially will find that working
with chickens helps sharpen observation and timing skills that keep your animal
engaged. Training chickens is fun too! Amaze your friends as your birds perform
tricks like circling a cone, turning around, sitting down, and recognizing colors and
patterns.

Inside Click with Your Chick

· Understand and connect with your chickens to effectively manage your flock

· Clicker-train your chickens to follow fun and practical commands

· Discover how a chicken thinks and socializes, and how to make that knowledge
work in your favor

· Learn how to use operant conditioning, luring, and positive training methods on
hens and roosters

· Gain insight for training any animal by improving observation skills and timing
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